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I would start by updating your system and
removing any current version of Windows

that werent needed or configured
correctly by you. Your best bet is to

download the ISO for the same version
you currently have installed on your
system, then from your DVD or USB

(depending on how you have everything
installed), load the ISO and install a new

version onto your drive. There are various
guides online on how to do this, and you

can very easily re-install your OS and
remove any old OS version you may have

installed. Most users like to save their
precious programs and configuration

settings into a folder that they can then
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easily restore once a new version of
Windows is installed. Obviously this can
be done with the programs installed, or

any data files (texts or documents) youve
made, but obviously dont do this with

vital programs (like video capture
software, or other drivers), or anything
that your programs rely on. i'm using a

pc, a $700 external hard drive and a $120
usb card reader for audio. i mostly use

cubase 8.1. i prefer to use a mac pro for
the audio side. but, i have to use a pc for
my daw. i tried many times to use a "m-
audio" interface with a windows box (ex

an m-audio usb interface). the sound
quality is terrible. backups: i also have a

2nd i7-870 liquid cooled hackintosh
4.0ghz that i use as a server for non- daw

related apps for a 2nd set of backups
done daily and as a complete backup to

the main recording and mixing daw
workstation. (just in case, i can use this if
the main daw hardware suddenly fails)
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these 2 pcs have gigabit networking and
transfers files between them as fast as a

regular hard drive. two times these
backups have saved my butt and my

audio files about a year ago while i was
still running all windows setups using
reaper! this 2nd pc also dual boots

windows 7 for audio apps, like fl studio
when needed from time to time and to

record/broadcast video rof the band from
the edge and other performers.
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thanks for the info, i am currently running
windows 7 64 bit. i downloaded n3 and

wanted to run a few plugins and to see if
everything worked. i installed a number

of plugins, but i am unable to run the
plugins. while i was testing some plugins i

noticed that the application was not
responding so i shut it down. when i

opened it again, i could not run any of the
plugins. i then restarted the computer to

see if it would help, but it made no
difference. i then restarted the

application and it still does not work. i
even reinstalled it and it still does not

work. hey- all- i’m trying to use the dsp
plugins on windows 764bit (using the
steinberg audio engine 3). i’m running
version 3.6.0 of nuendo. i’ve installed a
variety of plugins (including ezdsp2 &
ezad), but when i load a project, i’m
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informed that it can’t find the ffdshow dll.
is this really such a problem? are there

workarounds? windows live is still a pain
to use, and more access is on the way but
it's all i have with the team at work (they
don't have an office that's close). i use a
esata card reader that supports multiple
drives. it's a pretty good card reader, and

i read 2 at once! logic pro is my daw. i
use pro tools, cubase, and adobe

audition. i have tried and tested some
other programs. for example, i have tried
ableton live. it is too complicated to learn,
but i know others love it. i have also used

cubase and sibelius. these are one
program and you can get more or less of
what you want. however, it is not easy to
learn. i used auria on windows for a while.

it is expensive and i could not get it to
work. maybe one day. 5ec8ef588b
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